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The energy results of an accurate configuration-interaction calculation of the ground state
of C are reported. Special emphasis is placed on the quantitative assessment of all sources
of truncation errors. In this way, the nonrelativistic energy is estimated to be —37.8436
+0.0015 a.u. (C), in agreement with previous estimates obtained by different methods. Nes-
bet's calculation is interpreted in the light of the present results.

I. INTRODUCTION

In accurate electronic -structure calculations,
it is very common practice to talk of the energy
results in terms of the percentage of correlation
energy (CE) obtained. ~ However, since the defi-
nition of the CE involves the total nonrelativistic
energy, which is not well known, its use as a
yardstick with which to measure the accuracy of
computed energies has to be made with some res-
ervations.

Veillard and Clementi have recently estimated
the CE of the ground state of C to be -0.1551 a.u.
on the basis of previous relativistic calculations
and of a recent updating of the experimental data4;
but their value includes the Lamb shift, which
they estimate to be 0.0014 a.u. , i.e. , a more rea-
sonable value for the CE would be —0. 1565 a.u. ,
in excellent agreement with a previous semiem-
pirical estimate of —0. 1564 a.u. The CE shall
be estimated here on the basis of a recent con-
figuration-interaction (CI) calculation ' and a
study of the errors involved in the various trun-
cations: truncations of the spdf Slater-type orbital
(STO) basis (Sec. II), of the full CI expansion
(Sec. III), and of orbitals with higher angular mo-
mentum (Sec. IV). In Sec. V, the CE's of C, C ',
and C" are compared. Finally, in Sec. VI,
Nesbet's calculation' is interpreted in the light
of our results.

II. STO BASIS

If an optimized STO and orbital basis is con-
structed in a systematic manner, it is possible to
find patterns of convergence for expectation values,
in particular for the energy, permitting the es-
timation of the "saturation remainders. " (Within
each shell and l symmetry type, "saturation" with
STO's is achieved when no new STO's can be found
which give any substantial improvement in the

energy. )
The STO's from a nominal Hartree-Fock (HF)

function are used as a starting point. Next,
several STO's are optimized in the I shell rel-
ative to a doubly excited L-shell CI expansion.
The STO basis obtained at this stage already ac-
counts for two thirds of the E-shell CE. This is
partly due to the fact that E-shell correlating
functions penetrate considerably into the I. shell.
The reverse is not true; this is why it is more
economical, in terms of the number of STO's, to
start by doing an L-shell optimization. The K-
shell optimization which follows is quite simple,
the energetically important STO's being very
much localized.

The STO parameters used in this work are
given elsewhere. For the L shell, the satura-
tion remainders are about 0.000 10 a. u. for s-type
STO's, 0.00010, 0.00017, and 0.00010 a.u. for
p-, d-, and f-type STO*s, respectively. The over-
all saturation remainders for the intershell are
probably smaller than Q. QQQ20 a.u. For the K
shell, they can be estimated very accurately,
from the C" spdf energy limit, " and the compu-
tation of the exclusion effects (see Sec. V).

The STO basis employed is Vs6P4d3f.

III. APPROXIMATION OF THE FULL CI

The terms of the CI expansion are selected ac-
cording to a combined partial energy and eigen-
vector component criterion. For a function 4;,
the partial energy is defined as E, = (C Q@,)' c,/c„
where 4, is an appropriate reference function(HF
or a short CI) and the c s are eigenvector com-
ponents. It is possible to find a value of the mod-
ulus of the eigenvector component (EIG) below
which the terms crowd together, most of them
contributing very little to the energy; a few of
these, however, do have sizable partial energies
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and one can set a tolerance (TOL) such that the
terms for which the absolute value of the partial
energy exceeds TOL are separated from the rest.

The three large divisions of the CI expansion:
K shell, L shell, and intershell excitations, are
quite independent of each other, inasmuch as the
partial energies and eigenvector components of
one of them are not appreciably affected by the
presence of the other two. The K-shell, I.-shell,
and intershell CI expansions are hence investigated
first independently; the best energies obtained
for each of them are indicated in Table I together
with the energies of their most relevant trunca-
tions. Estimates for the various slpdf energy lim-
its are given in the last column of Table I; the
entries of column 3 are estimates obtained from
the configuration search by adding all partial en-
ergies of the terms which were discarded (this
estimate is usually good to within 10%)." The
CI truncation error of the final wave function
(- 0. 00 284 a. u. ) is calculated by adding the fol-
lowing partial energies: K- and L-shell trunca;
tions equals- 0.00138 a.u. ; intershell trunca-
tions equals- 0.000645 a.u. ; triple and quadruple
KL truncations equals —0.000315 a.u. , and triple
and quadruple KL truncations from subclasses
not considered equals —0.000 50 a.u.

IV. HIGHER HARMONICS

The energy effect of g, h, and higher harmonics
in the L shell is estimated for each electron pair
according to an empirical procedure which gives
very accurate predictions for the He isoelectronic
series. " It is illustrated in Table II for the (s2)
excitations. It is based on the existence of a gen-
eral pattern for the contributions e(i, l) of the dif-
ferent orbitals (i, l) to the energy, when these are
written in the manner shown in Table II. The

TABLE II. Diagram for estimation of e(i, I) values
for (s2) excitations.

di = 4100
d2= 580 f, =1ppp
d3= 20 f2- 150 g&-370
d4= 1 f3= 10"g2= 60

f4= 0 g3= 5

g4= 0

h( =180
h2= 35
ha= 2

j(=110
$2- 22

In units of 10-6 a.u.
"Computed with CI wave functions.

A. Saturation Remainders and Higher Harmonic

In E Shell

The difference between the CE of the K shell of

energy e(j, I) is obtained by adding the partial en-
ergies of the excitations in which (i, l) occurs;
only those excitations of (i, l) are considered in
which (i, l) occurs paired with itself or with an-
other orbital (i', l') for which le(i', l') I& I e(i, l ) I ~

One finds (a) i e (i, l ) i & I e (i, l+ 1) I & I e (i+ 1, l) I, (b)
the vertical ratios e(i, 1)/e(i+ 1, l) usually decrease
smoothly for a given i value for increasing l.

Once a few of the e(i, l)'s have been obtained,
the remaining ones are predicted according to the
rules indicated above: In this way, we have es-
timated the effect of the g, h, and higher orbitals
on the expansion of (s,)', to be of the order of
0.0010 a.u. Analogously, we find 0.00045 and
0.0030 a.u. «r the pairs (p, )' and st„ respec~
tively. For the intershell, similar arguments lead
to an estimate of the error in the CE of p.ppp 20
a. u. Similar considerations can be applied to the
K shell, but a more accurate procedure is em-

ployed in this case, as described in Sec. V.

V. CORRELATION ENERGY

TABLE I. Steps in the configuration search.

Wave function

L shell: HF interacting terms
L shell: EIG= 0.01, TOL = 0.000065
L shell: EIG= 0.01, TOL = 0.000150
L shell: best expansion
K shell: best expansion
Intershell: best expansion
E shell+ intershell: best expansion
K shell+L shell: best expansion
Final wave function (full CI)

Number of
terms

83
51
39

179
49

110
159
215
234

—37.782 22
—37.783 60
—37.782 31
—3V. 785 60
—37.729 85
—37.699 57
—37.740 80
—37.824 37
—37.833 78

CI error
(7ssP4d3f)

—p. 000 400
—P. 000 035
—0.000 450
—o.000 485
—P.000 435
—0.002 84

Saturation
remainders

-0.000 470
—0.000 960
—0.0002-p. 00116
—0.001 43
—0.00163

spdf-energyb
limit

—37.786 47
—37.730 85
—37.700 22
—37.742 45
—37.826 24
—37.838 35

This is the energy error due to the CI truncation for our Vs6p4d3f basis.
The error in this column is about 10% of the sum of columns 3 and 4.

'See Sec. V.
This value differs from the one given in Ref. 6, in which the preliminary truncation error of the (K+L) shell

function was mistakenly omitted.
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Q (& shell C) =8[4(K shellC") x(ss)' &&'PQq) ]

&& (t 1P1 6 I~~3' ck(C }(ssI 1 f 1&i I ssA)

=c„(C) (st', p'y', sppI) ~

where the spinorbitals to the left of the bar have
n spin, those to the right, P spin. It is seen that
the expansion coefficient of Q,} (ss) Q, ) is re-
duced by a factor of M3 with respect to the one
of (p, ) in C"; it can be easily verified that the
corresponding partial energy must be reduced ac-
cordingly by a factor of 3. Analogously, for con-

TABLE III. Comparison of E-shell correlation en-
ergies of C and C '.

C4'

g
K Shell CIb
AE= E—&0
r E-Q(s„d„)-+3$(sos„)
Exclusion of s2
Partial exclusion of p~

Q(sis~) = Sx s2

&8+Exc
Total exclusion effects = Exc

—37.688 55 —32.360 19
—37.729 89 —32.404 61

0.041 34 — 0.044 42
0.040 89

0.002 57
0.000 58
0.000 47

0.040 80
0.003 62

~E,= energy of ground configuration.
Obtained with our 7s6p4d3f basis.
Computed by subtracting the corresponding partial

energies relative to HF.
Computed as the energy difference between two full

CI's for C ', with and without orbital s2.
'see text.
Sum of partial energies relative to HF.

C and that of C4' is due mainly to the following ef-
fects: (a) the exclusion of the ss orbital from the
E-shell expansion of C, which amounts to 0.002 5'7

a.u. ; (b) the partial exclusion of the p, orbital
from the E-shell expansion of C due to the pres-
ence of the (p, )s pair in the I shell (about 0.000 58
a. u. ); (c) an effective exclusion of all 'S(s,s„)

~ S(ss) sPQ, )2 configurations from the K-shell expan-
sion of C duetothefactthat s& is an HF orbital of C
but not of C" (about Q. 00047 a.u. ); and (d) the ab-
sence from the C ' function of configurations (sp, ),
Qgs), S(s„ss), etc. , which do not form a 'S state.
The latter effect (about Q. 00045 a.u. ) opposes the
other three; these can be estimated a Priori from
C ' functions expressed in a basis which includes
the HF orbitals of C (see Table III). Of special
significance is the estimate of the partial exclu-
sion effect of orbital pz. %e consider the following
model for the K-shell wave function of C:

TABLE IV. Angular energy limits for C '.
(7ssp4d3f) Ref. lk "Exact"

—32.376 289
—32.401 344
—32.404 679
—32.405 57
—32.405 88
—32.406 25"

—32.376 286
—32.400 89 —32.401 336

—32.404 655

S

SP
spd
sPdf —32.404 61
spdfg
E(total)

'Heference 11, upper bounds estimated from rates of
convergence of NSO expansions.

~C. L. Pekeris, Phys. Hev. 112, 1649 (1958).

figurations of the type 'SQP„)'S(ss) PIP,), the
expansion coefficients and partial energies are
reduced byfactors of (s}'~' and —,', respectively. InC" the partial energy of (p&)' is —0.000 060 a.u. ;
hence we must expect-0. 000020 a.u. in C, i.e. ,
an exclusion effect of 0.000040 a.u. The sum Of
the partial energies for Q,p„) is —0.00163 a.u. ;
the corresponding exclusion effect is of 0.000 54
a. u. Thus, the predicted over-all exclusion ef-
fect of p, to the E-shell correlation energy is
0.00058 a.u. , as reportedin Table III. From
Table XIV of Ref. 6, one may compute a Poster-
iori a combined partial energy of —0.00108 a.u.
for p, in the K shell, which gives an over-all ex-
clusion effect of 0.00061 a.u.

Assuming then. that all the differences between
the CE's of the K shells of C and C ' canbe ac-
counted for, their errors should be the same.
The total error in C" may be obtained on the ba-
sis of angular energy limits (Table IV).

B. Estimate of the Nonrelativistic Energy

All energy errors discussed previously are
combined as described in Table V, to give CE =
—0.1550+0.0015 a.u. In Table VI we give the par-
tition of the calculated CE in terms of the e pa-
rameters of HF orbitals and of pairs of HF orbi-
tals: These are defined as the sum of the partial
energies of the corresponding excitations.

C. Comparison of C and C Ground States

A qualitatively correct description of the CE
relationships between neutral first-row atoms
and their respective ions has been given by McKoy
and Sinanoglu. " Two specific questions require
detailed answers: (i) What are the relationships
between the wave functions of C and C '?, and
(ii) Of what help can be, say, a Cs' wave func-
tion in the determination of a wave function for
C'?

We let 4» be a normalized term of the (norma-
lized) C ' wave function, with a CI coefficient
cs(C '), and set e(4s(py,'

~
})to be the correspon-

ding term of the (normalized} C wave function,
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TABLE V. Estimate of the total nonrelativistic energy.

Energies in a.u. (C)

spdf energy limit
Contributions of g,
h, and higher orbit-
als to E shell
Same, to (s2)
excitations —0.0010
same, to (p&)2

excitations
Same, to s2p~
excitations —0.0030
Same, to intershell —0.0002

—0.000 68"

-o.ooo 45

—37.838 35 + 0.0005

Total g, h, and
higher
Total nonrela-
tivistic energy
HF energy
Correlation ener-
gy (estimate)

See Table I.
'See Table IV.
'Reference 9.

—0.0053 + 0.0010

—37.8436 + 0.0015
—37.6886

-0.1550+0.0015

with a CI coefficient cf,(C). We shall consider the
following model for the C wave function:

c,'(C) = c,(C"), (3)

such that a(4, (popI [)) is normalized if and only if
the antisymmetrizer does not annihilate any term
of (C', (p',p,'I )). The normalized coefficient c,(C)
can be readily obtained from c~~ (C) in a way sim-
ilar to the one shown in Eq. (2). In general, the
partial energies &~(C) are not related to the E„
(C ')'s in a simple way, except for the cases al-
ready considered in Sec. VA; fortunately, how-

ever, these are the only relevant nontrivial cases.
A C ' wave function with E- 36. 5300 a.u. (C)

was obtained with our 7s6P4d3f 'basis. ~ The
comparative results can be summarized as fol-
lows: (a) For the K shell, an analysis similar to
the one given in Sec. VA is valid. (b) For the
(s,) excitations, the model of Eq. (3) is approxi-
mately valid for (s,)'Q, )', but fails otherwise by
about 100% with no fixed pattern in the signs of
the deviations. An analysis similar to (a) gives
a fair agreement between the (s2)~CE's, but this
should be interpreted rather as a numerical coin-
cidence. (c) The s,s2 excitations satisfy the
model extremely well. The search of s,s~ ex-
citations for C ' constitutes a foolproof method
to find those of C. (d) The quadruple-excited
configurations of C ' behave likewise. This is
of utmost practical importance for estimating
truncation errors in the expansion of the (s, )
(s,)' excitations of C. (e) There are many single

and triple excitations in. C ' which do not appear
in C. These arise because s, and s2 are HF or-
bitals of C but not of C ', and they can be readily
identified.

TABLE VI. Partition of the calculated correlation
energy.

Energy

E„~ (Ref. 9)
&(s2, s2)
e(s2, p()

~(s2)
&(sq, sq)
&(sg)

&(sg, s2)
~(s(, P~)
E(total)

—37.688 547
o. 028 626
0.021 625

— o.0O8433
o.035 456

— o. O4O575
— O. OOO447

0.005 446
0.004 623

—37.833 77$

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

Previous work has been reviewed recently by
Nesbet, ' except for Weiss's pioneer calcula-
tions. '5 Weiss's emphasis is related to the com-
putation of transition probabilities rather than to
the determination of wave functions; however, his
spdf I;shell energy error [half of which seems to
come from an incomplete description of the (s,)'
s2d(p, ) degenerate space] is only —0. 0077 a. u. ;
i.e. , it is the best variational I -shell calculation
of C previous to this work.

Nesbet's method is well known; the following
analysis of his work is based on our results: (a)
Nesbet does not include g, A, and higher harmon-
ics. We have estimated their energy contributions
as —0.0053+0.0010 a.u. (see Table V), i.e. , about
3% of the correlation energy. Hence, Nesbet's
results are to be compared with any of our sPdf
energy values; estimated exact values for CI and
Nesbet methods are given for completeness (see
Table VII). (b) Nesbet's result for e(ls, ls) gives
a relative idea about the quality of his sPdf func-
tions: he gets e(ls, ls)=- 0. 040867 a. u. , while
we get (E'-shell CI —S~ excitations) a similar
value: —0.04085 a.u. (c) The sume(lsn, 2sn)
+ e(1sn, 2sP)+e(lsP, 2sn )+ e(lsP, 2sP) is lower
than the CE of the corresponding intershell CI by
about 8%, a behavior already observed for Be."
For sp& excitations this behavior is reversed, '
and hence the estimate for Nesbet s "exact" inter-
shell CE is only 3% lower than the CI estimate.
(d) Our results show that for C ground state, the
sum of the exact one- and two-particle Bethe-
Goldstone increments corresponding to the L
shell is lower than the exact Cl value by about
3%. (e) A further error is introduced in Nesbet's
method when the E-shell, intershell, and L-shell
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TABLE VII. Interpretation of Nesbet's results.

(s&) excitations
sis2+ ski

2 P~+ &s»'+s~ui+V»~'

Nesbet

—0.040 867
—0.012 185
—0.100 110

Nesbet"
(exact)

0 04253c
—P. 0126
—P. 1051

CI
(cale)

—0.040 85
—0.01147"
—0.097 05

CI
(extrap)

—0.040.89
—0.01192
—0.097 45

CI (spdf
limit)

—p. 04185
—p. p12 12d
—p.09792

CI
(exact)

0 04253c
—0.01232d
—0.1024

Reference 8.
Estimated by adding to Nesbet's result the difference between columns 6 and 4.
In this case CI and Nesbet's methods coincide.
Intershell+ s~ excitations which are linear combinations of s~s2- and sp&-excited determinants.

expansions are lumped together: there is a lack
of additivity of Q. QQ39 a.u. , which is only par-
tially compensated by triple- and quadruple-excited
KI;shell excitations (- 0.0018 a.u. ).
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